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THOMAS A'KEMPIS.

HE well - known treatise De Imitation*

Christi, containing four books, the first of

which begins "Qui sequiturme 99 was com-

posed by Thomas Hamercken, surnamed

a Kempis. Many of the early editions

bear the name of John GerSon, Chancellor of Paris ; but

Peter Scot, a Canon of Strasburg, who wrote an en-

comium of John Gerson, which is given in the Strasburg

edition of 1488 of the works of Gerson, and Martin

Simus of Strasburg, in the preface to his edition of all

the works of Gerson, printed in 1494, both say that

several works are wrongly attributed to him, one ofwhich

was the treatise De Contemptu Mundi, that is, the

" Imitation of Christ," the author of which was Thomas,

a Canon Regular. 1 Since they were contemporaries of

Thomas a Kempis, their testimony is conclusive.

Moreover, in 1423, that is six years before the death

of the Chancellor, his brother, who also bore the name
of John Gerson, and was a Celestine Religious, com-

piled, at the request of Brother Anselm, another Celestine,

a complete list of all the works of the Chancellor, but

the " Imitation
99 does not appear in it 2

1 See Amort. Deductio Critica, Aug. Vind., 1761, p. 108.

2 Malou. Recherches sur le veritable auteur du livre de l'lmit.

de J. C. Tournai, 1858, p. 365.

b
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4 THOMAS A'KEMPIS AND

The name of John Gerson is given in many forms

:

De Gersonno;1 Garson;2 deGersona;8 Gartson;4 Iarson;6

de Gersono f Gersen, Cane. Par. f Gersen, Cane. Par. ;
8

Gersem, Cane. Par.9 The earliest dated MS. with the

name of John Gerson is the Cod. Bretonianus or Sanger-

manensis, so called because it was given by Dr Le
Breton in 1652 to the monastery of St Germain-des-

Prds.

The rights of Thomas a Kempis to the authorship of

the " Imitation 99 were never contested until 1616. An
undated MS.,10 but which is not earlier than the middle

of the fifteenth century, had been found. It bears the

name of Abbas Johannes Gesen thrice, Abbas Johannes

Gessen once, and Abbas Johannes Gersen once, at the

end of the fourth book.

This unknown individual, about whose name even there

is no certainty, the Benedictines made an Abbot of their

illustrious order,11 and subsequently created him Abbot

of St Stephen's Monastery at Vercelli,12 but without any

proofs. This was the origin of the great controversy

about the authorship of the " Imitation," a subject on

which nearly three hundred books, pamphlets, and

articles have been written. The Augustinian Canons

1 Opp. Colonie, 1483, t. i.

2 lb., t. iii.

8 Opp. Esslingen, s.a., Hain, 7641.
4 Opp. Delft, 1482. Hain, 7657.
5 Opp. Utrecht, 1478- 1480.
6 Opp. Col., 1483, t. ii.

7 Cod. Florentinus I., dated 1464.
8 Cod. Florentinus II., dated 1466.
9 Cod. Veronensis, dated 1467.

10 Known as the Arona Codex.
11 De Imit Christi, ed. C. Caietani, O. S. B. Romse, 1616.
12 De Imit. Christi, ed F. Walgrave, O. S. B. Parisiis, 1638.
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Regular, and many other illustrious men, defended the

just rights of Thomas a Kempis ; the Benedictines per-

tinaciously advocated the cause of the Abbot John

Gesen-Gessen-Gersen, but with this remarkable result,

that up to the present time, in despite of every research,

they have signally failed to obtain or to produce the very

slightest evidence that a Benedictine Abbot of that name
ever existed! They pretend that he was Abbot of St

Stephen's at Vercelli from a.d. 1220 to 1240; but no

trace of him can be found at Vercelli, and the Archives

of St Stephen's Abbey are equally silent about him

;

whilst the latest historian of Vercelli, Vittorio Mandelli,

gives a chronological list of those Abbots whose existence

can be proved by documents, but the name of John
Gesen-Gessen-Gersen is not to be found. 1 Moreover, no
contemporary writer speaks of him. He is a myth. It is a

mockery to talk ofhis claims to the authorship ofthe "Imi-

tation," whilst his very existence even cannot be proved.

But there can be no doubt, as it has ever been

maintained from the beginning of the Contestation in

1 6 16, that the AbbasJohannes Gersen of the Arona MS.
was intended for John Gerson,2 the Chancellor of Paris,

whose name, as has been just shown, was sometimes

given as John Gersen, Chancellor of Paris. Moreover,

in many of the early printed editions,3 the name John
Gerson appears alone without any title ; whilst in others

he is described as Magister J. Gerson only
;
4 and his

1 Commune di Vercelli nel Medio Evo. Vercelli, 1858, t iii.

p. 147.

*Cf. Rosweyde Vindiciae Kempenses. Antv. Ex Off. Plant,

1617, P. 363.

*e.g. Ulm. Zainer, 1487 (Hain, 9091) ; Venice, 1488; Milan,

1488 ; Venice, 1490, &c.
4 e.g. Strasburg, 1478 ; Lyons, 1489 ; Cologne, 1501 and

1507 ; &c.
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6 THOMAS A'KEMPIS AND

name is given in both of these forms at the head of his

well-known treatise De Meditation* Cordis, as to the

authorship of which there is no doubt. 1 All this

proves that although the name of John Gerson or

Gersen, Chancellor of Paris, was written in many ways,

there was no doubt whatever as to his individuality.

This title of Abbas is common to all those religious

orders which have Abbots, and is not confined to the

Benedictines alone. Moreover, in French, abbe* has the

double signification of Abbot, and abbe, a, secular

priest;2 and in Italian, Abate has equally a two-fold

meaning—Abbot, and a secular priest8 This is con-

firmed by Du Cange, who gives Abbas with both these

significations.4 In the absence, therefore, of all proof

to the contrary, and with the evidence of these great

authorities, the Abbas Johannes Gersen of the Arona

1 Trithemius, De Scriptoribus Ecclesiasticis. Basileae, 1494,

f. 107.
3 See Diet, de l'Academie Francaise ; and also Littr&

* See Vocabolario degli Accademici della Crusca. 5 ed.

Venice, 1 741.
4 Ex veteribus instruments constat parochiales omnes Ecclesias

et civitatis et dicecesis habuisse ministrum unum majorem, alteram

medium, tertium infimum. Minister major dicebatur Abbas, eustos,

et tandem dictus est Rector, Ministri medii dicebantur Presbyteri,

et tandem Capellani. Minister infimus dicebatur sacrista qui Abbati

et Presbyteris inserviebat, et quae in ecclesia minora sunt officia

peragebat. Presbyteri seu Capellani habebant curam animarum
in actu

y i.e. habebant actuale exercitium curse cum missas celebra-

rent, et Sacramenta plebi administrarent. Abbas vero, seu Rector,

habebat curam in habitu, eique licebat per seipsum ministrare

sacramenta : sed praesertim illius erat muneris, ut super universam

parochiam invigilaret, videretque si Presbyter officio suo recte

fungeretur. Haec fere Michael Monachus in Sanctuario Capuano

qui hujusce rei exempla aliquot profert, quibus adjungenda ea quae

habet Ughellus, torn vii. Italiae Sacrae, p. 506, et seq. et 601.
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MS. can be no other than John Gersen, Chancellor

of Paris, who was appointed curk or parish priest of St

John-en-Greve in a.d. 1405. And this is the probable

solution of the fable of the Abbot John Gesen-Gessen-

Gersen of St Stephen's Vercelli.

Another undated MS. of the " Imitation/' which came
from Vienna, is greatly valued by the Gersenists. It

begins : Incipit tradatus Johannis de imitacione christi

;

above the line and between Johannis and de the scribe

has added de Canabaco. 1

The Gersenists immediately discovered that Cana-

bacum was Cavaglia, a hamlet near Vercelli ; and conse-

quently that John de Canabaco was Abbot John Gersen,

and that he was born at Cavaglia, that is, Caballiacum,

or Canabacum.2 Mark well the conjunction or. The
unsuspecting reader would pass it over, without giving a

thought as to its significance, naturally supposing from

it that Cavaglia had two names in Latin, Caballiacum, or

Canabacum ; whereas the utmost research has failed to

discover one single charter—although many hundreds

have been examined—or a single document of any kind

which describes Cavaglia as Canabacum. No such place

as Canabacum can be found; it is as mythical as the

Benedictine Abbot of St Stephen's, Vercelli, John
Gersen.

An importance is given to another MS.— called the
1 Amort Moralis Certitudo, Aug. Vind. 1764, p. 31. This is

known as the Codex Allatianus or Biscianus, because it belonged

to Cardinal Biscia, at whose death it became the property of his

secretary, Leo Allacci. It contains thirty-three ascetical treatises,

one of which ends Explicit Opus Johannis de Tam&aoc, imd also a

Bull of the year 1448 in the same handwriting as the " Imitation."
a De Gregory, Hist.dulivre de limit, de J. C, Paris, 1843, v-

p. 14 ; also Mella, Delia Controversia Gerseniana, Prato, 1875,

p. 17.

C
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Codex de Advocatis—which it does not deserve, never-

theless it is often quoted, as valuable evidence against

Thomas k Kempis. 1 The text is faulty ; it bears neither

name nor date, but it is not earlier than the middle of the

fifteenth century. It contains also John Gerson's well-

known treatise, De Meditation* Cordis^ which is given at

the end of many of the early editions of the " Imitation."

This MS. was purchased in 1830 by the Chevalier de

Gregory, an enthusiastic Gersenist, who edited two

editions of it in 1 833,2 t0 one of which he prefixed his

own portrait He had overlooked the words of the

" Imitation," Ama nesciri etpro nihilo reputari.

This is in what its importance is supposed to consist

On the inside of the oaken cover are written the names

of some members of the De Avogadro family, of which

the Latinized form is stated to be De Advocatis, with

dates a.d. 1550 and 1568. Hence why this MS. is

called the " Codex de Advocatis."

The Chev. de Gregory at once put himself into

communication with the De Avogadro family; but all

research failed to identify the individuals named on the

cover of the MS., or to trace the De Avogadro pedigree

higher than the year 1400.8

But later a most wonderful discovery was made in the

family archives of the De Avogadri. Some loose sheets

of what purported to be mutilated fragments of a family

1 See preface to the Eng. vers, by the Rev. W. Benham, B.D.,

who quotes from " Essays on University Education, by a Monk (O.

•S. B.) of St Augustine's, Ramsgate." Lond., 1873.
8 Paris, Didot freres : the first ed. was limited to one hundred

copies. This is the only known instance where an editor or trans-

lator has presumed to prefix his own portrait to an edition of the

"Imitation."
8 De Gregory, ubi sup, v. 1 1, pp. 486-488.
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diary of one " Joseph De Advocatis " were found. The
entries extended from a.d. 1345 to 1350! Under the

year 1349 was the following entry :

—

'* 15^ Die Dominica mensis februarji post divisionem

factam cum fratre meo Vincentio qui Ceredonji abitat,

in signum fraterni amoris quod hoc temporalibus tantum

impulsus negotis feci, dono ili preciosum Codicem de

Imitatione Xpti quod ab agnatibus meis longa manu teneo

nam nonnulli antenates mei hujus jam recordarunt." 1

This discovery was communicated to M. de Gregory

;

but all efforts on his part to obtain a sight of the original

document were unsuccessful.2 He could only procure

copies, accompanied by the deposition of a notary, that

they werefacsimiles of what was submitted to him for his

verification. 8

M. De Gregory, who seems to have forgotten that the

De Avogadro family could not be traced further back

than the year 1400,4 at once concluded (1) that his MS.
of the " Imitation" was the identical Codex of the " Imita-

tion" mentioned on the loose sheet of the Diarium of

Joseph de Advocatis, which had so providentially been

preserved ; (2) that the Diarium proved the " Imitation
n

to have been written before Thomas a Kempis was born ;

and (3) that therefore Abbot John Gersen, O. S. R, was

the author; but for this conclusion, no proofs, as usual,

are forthcoming. So that the much vaunted Codex de

Advocatis does not help the cause of the mythical Bene-

dictine Abbot of St Stephen's, VercellL

1 De Gregory, ubi sup, v. 11, p. 238. The speUing is given

verbatim.

* lb., p. 243.
8 These are the words of the notary :

—

Per copia conforme desunta

dalV originate presentatomi. Ignazio Dionisio notajo. Ib., p. 239.
4 See above.
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It is only necessary to add that the Diariutn de Advo-

eatis, as it is called, is a clumsy forgery ; the facsimile of

the handwriting bears its own condemnation, as well as

the wording of the Diariutn, other extracts from which

are given by M. de Gregory ; and, what is more, the name
of the probable forger of the spurious Diariutn has been

given.1 It is therefore to be hoped that the last has been

heard of the worthless Codex de Advocatis, and the forged

Diariutn de Advocatis.

Thomas Hamercken, surnamed a Kempis, was born

at Kempen in the year 1379 ; went to Deventer to make
his studies, 1395; was received into the Monastery of

St Agnes, near Zwoll, 1400 ; made his profession, 1406 ;

ordained priest, 14 14, in which year he completed the

first book of the " Imitation "
; brought out the first three

books, 1424 ; elected sub-prior of St Agnes, 1425 ; tran-

scribed the four books of the " Imitation " at the head of

his works, 1441 ; and died at the age of 92, in 147 1.

The earliest MS. of the " Imitation," which has a date

and the name of the author, is the one which came

from Kirckheim, and is now in the Royal Library at

Brussels.2 At the foot of the first page it bears these

words : Notandutn quod iste tractatus editus est a probo et

egregio Magistro thotna de tnonte Scte Agnetis, et canonico

regulari in traiecto Thomas de Kempis dictus, descriptus

exmanu autoris in traiecto anno 142 5 in sociatu

Provincialatus.8

These important words furnish indisputable evidence

that an autograph copy of the " Imitation " was preserved

1 Revue des Questions Historiques, n. 44, October 1877, p. 49.
a No. 15137.
8 Cf. Dissertation sur l'auteur du Livre intitule De V Imit de J. C.

(by F. Joseph de Ghesquiere, S.J.) A Verceil, et se trouve a

Paris, 1795, PP 27, 29.
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in the Mother House of the Province ; and so highly

was it valued that those who wished to copy it had to go

to that house for the purpose. Thus, in his lifetime, and

forty-six years before his death, Thomas a Kempis was

acknowledged to be the author of the " Imitation."

But the most precious of all the MSS. of the " Imita-

tion" is the celebrated autograph copy transcribed by

Thomas a Kempis at the head of his works in 1441.

This is the colophon : Finitus et computus anno domini

mccccxliper tnanusfratris thome Kempis in tnonte sancte

agnetisprope zwollis.

A facsimile of this MS. was published in 1879. 1

In the "Contestation," this MS. takes a prominent

part The Gersenists maintain that the wordsfinitus et

computus per manus
9

<5rv., are no proofs of authorship

;

nevertheless, they fully establish the fact that Thomas a

Kempis was, at least, the transcriber of this MS., which

no one has ever sought to deny.2 But when interpreted

by the evidence afforded by the Kirckheim MS., the

contemporary witnesses, and other proofs, they incontest-

ably establish that Thomas a Kempis was not only the

transcriber, but the author as well. This is concisely put

by Mgr. Malou :

—

"It is wholly impossible that an author, as humble

and as pious as Thomas a Kempis, would have tran-

scribed at the head of his works four very important

treatises, which were not his. There are many copies

of the works of this author transcribed by his own
hand; there is not one of them in which his treatises

are mixed up in the same volume with the works of other

authors. In transcribing the Four Books of the " Imita-

1 Elliot Stock, of Paternoster Row.
3 See Amort. Mor. Cert., p. 35.
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12 THOMAS A'KEMPIS AM)

tion " at the head of his works, Thomas a Kempis avows

himself to be the author." 1

In contrast with this evidence it should be remembered

that the first dated MS., which bears the name of John

Gerson (Magister Johannes Gerson), is the Codex

Sangermanensis or Bretonianus of the year 1460 : whilst

the Florentine MSS. of 1464 and 1466 give his name

Johannes Gersen Cancellarius Parisiensis; but the

mythical Benedictine Abbot of St Stephen's, Vercelli, is

nowhere. And this evidence incontestably proves that

the Chancellor's name was written both Gerson and

Gersm.

But the additional proofs of the rights of Thomas a

Kempis to the authorship are as strong as they are in-

contestable.

Thomas a Kempis was formed in the celebrated school

of Gerard Groot, whose Latinized name is Gerardus

Magnus ; and who, after a brilliant career, devoted him-

self to a mission of reform, and began to preach " Modern
Devotion"

—

Devotio Moderna. He soon collected dis-

ciples, of whom the leading ones were John Vos van

Heusden, subsequently prior of Windesem, and Florent

Radewyn, the beloved master of Thomas a Kempis. 2

They formed themselves into a community of Brothers

of Common Life,—an institute which spread rapidly

throughout the Low Countries and elsewhere. In ac-

cordance with his wish, his first disciples embraced the

rule of Canons Regular of St Augustine, and Florent

Radewyn founded the Monastery of Windesem ; whilst

Deventer continued to be the common Noviciate. Soon

1 Recherches : ubi sup. p. 105.

8 He affectionately describes his master : Optitnus inter omnes

devotos devotissimus Florentius. In vita Florentii, c. 14. Opp.

Antv., 1574, f. 323 r.
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the House of Mount St Agnes at Zwoll aggregated itself

to that of Windesem, from which it was distant about

three miles.

Now one of the features of this institute was the tran-

scribing of MSS. Moreover, in order that the intellect

of his disciples should not be made dull by the prolonged

mechanical labour of transcribing, Gerard Groot required

of each of them to make extracts of the most beautiful

maxims of the saints and fathers, and to add thereto his

own reflections, in certain books called Rapiaria. In

this ordinance lies the first step to the compilation and

composition of the " Imitation."

It is impossible to read the works written under the

teachings of Gerard Groot, John Vos van Heusden, and

Florent Kadewyn, without coming to the conclusion that

the author of the "Imitation" was educated in that

school. Mgr. Malou, the late Bishop of Bruges, has

published some extracts from a letter of John van Heus-

den and the " Imitation " in parallel columns,2 and the

similarity of thought and word is far too remarkable to

be the result of accident

Moreover, "the terms ' Devotusj ' Dcvolio modernaf

were distinctive of the disciples and institutions of Gerard

Groot; and the former, whether as clerks or laymen

they were undergoing their probation in the noviciate of

Florent Radewyn's at Deventer, or whether they had

joined the Society of the Brothers of Common Life, or

had been admitted into a monastery of Canons Regular,

or of Carthusians, all equally bore the name of DevotL

The religious of the Congregation of Windesem fre-

quently used devotus in their writings, in a distinct appel-

lative sense; and Thomas a Kempis, a devout of the

1 Recherches, &c, ubi sup
% p. 119.
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Devout, uses the words JDevotio, JDevoti, Devotorum, in

this way no less than four hundred and forty times in his

undisputed works.1 The author of the " Imitation

"

employs the words Devotio and Devoti in precisely the

same significant way that they were used by the disciples

of Gerard Groot and Florent Radewyn." 2

It is also worthy of notice that the celebrated Princeps

Edition of the "Imitation," printed at Augsburg by

Ginther Zainer, commences, " Incipit libellus consolatorius

ad instructionem devotorum, cujus pritnum capitulum

est de imitacione xpi" &c.

Secondly, It is impossible that the " Imitation " could

have been written by any one but a Fleming. The
author has turned many Flemish idioms into Latin ; and

it is most important to notice that Flemish is the only

language into which the " Imitation " can be translated

to the very letter. The most celebrated and crucial test

is the expression scire exterius. Si scires totam Bibliam

exterius. If thou didst know the whole Bible by heart

(bk. i. c. i). In Flemish "to know a thing by heart " is

" to know it outside"—van buyten—which appears in all

the Flemish editions.3 The Gersenist editions of the

" Imitation " leave out the exterius. It will suffice to

cite two out of several sentences which defy every attempt

to translate them literally into any language save the

Flemish, which gives them to the letter :

—

"Ecce in cruce totum constat et in moriendo totum

facet
n
(bk. ii. c. 12 § 3).

In Flemish :

—

1 Amort, Ded. Crit.> p. 197.
2 * 4 Dublin Review," 3rd Ser., N. vi., p. 396.
8 The earliest German editions have auswedig. . Cf. 2nd edition,

Hain, 91 15, which is a reprint of the first edition, i486, also

Augsburg, 1490 and 1539 ; Strasburg, 1544 ; and Dilingen, 1554.
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Alles bestaet dan in het kruis, en in het sterven

tlGT ALLES.

" Quid est homo inde melior quia reputatur ab homine

major? (bk. hi. c. 50 § 8).

In Flemish :

—

Wat is een mensch er om, als hy van een ander

mensch voor groot gehouden is ?

Again, " not to care about a thing," is expressed in

Flemish by " not falling upon it.
1
' Compare the " Imita-

tion Verus amator Christi et studiosus sectator vir-

tutum non cadit super, consolationes
99
(bk. ii. c. 9).

1

Thirdly, The Gersenists maintain that the use of such

words in the " Imitation " as regratiari, pensare, queru-

losus, passionatuSy basari, grossus, contrarian, sentimenta
y

and others, prove the author of the " Imitation " to have

been an Italian. They seem to have overlooked the fact

that these words are also frequently used by Thomas a

Kempis is his undisputed works. 2 But in all the early

Italian translations exterius is left out.8 This Flandricism

was incomprehensible to the Italians, whose equivalent

is sapere a mente.*

After 1584, nearly all the Italian translations bear the

name of Thomas a Kempis, and in a few of them the scire

exterius is construed by sapere superficialmente
t
but in the

majority by saper a mente, and in one or two by avera mente.

Passing over many other points, it only remains to

take the evidence of the contemporary witnesses who
have deposed that Thomas a Kempis was the author of

1 Malou, Recherches, &c, p. 133.
3 Amort, Plena ac Succinta Informatio, &c, Aug. Vind., 1725,

pp. 94, Ded. Crit., ubisup, pp. 61 et seq.

3 Cf. editions printed at Venice, 1488 ; ib., 1489 ; Florence,

1493 5 ib., 1508 ; Venice, 1516; ib., 1524 ; and the later ones,
4 Vocab. della Crusca, ubi sup.
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the " Imitation." There are seventeen principal ones ; but

it is sufficient to give the words of two or three of them.

To appreciate the full importance of what they say, it

should be borne in mind that they all deposed as to the

fact more than a century before the controversy about

the authorship was commenced, and they record it as a

fact universally then known.

John Busch, born in 1400, became in 1420 a Canon
Regular of St Augustine at Windesem, a league distant

from Mount St Agnes. He died in 1479, e*gnt years after

Thomas a Kempis. In 1464 he completed the Chronicle

of his order, in which he relates that a few days before

the death of John Van Heusden, prior of Windesem

—

" Two notable brothers of the monastery of Mount St

Agnes, near Zwoll, of his order, came to Windesem to

consult his prior, John Van Heusden, on certain matters.

One ofthem was brother Thomas a Kempis, a man of holy

life, who had composed many books of piety—namely,

Qui Sequitur me, De Itnitatione Christi, and others." 1

Now in the beginning of his Chronicle, Busch says :

—

" Ego in virtutibus omnium novissimus, licet corde tepido,

aggrediar conscribere ea, qua coram positus ofulis ipse

conspexi, aut a meis majoribus frequentius audivi, aut a

gemrali nostro Capitulo determinata cognovi." 2

Here, then, is an eye-witness who speaks of one of the

notable brothers of his order, and who mentions a fact

which is the cause of his celebrity. He embodies it in

his Chronicle as a subject on which there is no doubt,

since it is known everywhere. He makes this statement

in the presence of Thomas a Kempis, then living ; of the

friends of Thomas a Kempis, who would have denied it

1 Chronic. Windes., L I., a xxi., p. 345, ed. 1621.

8 Ubi su/>, in initio.
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if it were not true ; and of the superiors of his order,

Who would not have allowed a falsehood to pass un-

challenged.

To those capable of appreciating evidence, these words

of Busch are decisive.

Another witness is Brother Herman Ryd, who was

born in 1408, and entered the monastery of Witten-

broeck in 1427 at the age of nineteen. In 1447 ne was

sent to the monastery Novi Opens, near Hal, where he

was conspicuous for his piety and learning.1 He wrote a

history of the various houses of the Canons Regular of

the Windesem Congregation, in which he says :

—

"The brother who compiled the book of the 'Imita-

tion ' is called or named Thomas ; he is sub-prior in the

above-mentioned monastery of Mount St Agnes, near

Zwoll, of the diocese of Utrecht, in the province of

Cologne. This monastery is only a league distant from

Windesem, which is the principal monastery, and in

which the Canons Regular of the province of Cologne,

of Mayence, and of Treves hold their Chapter General

every year. This writer was still living in the year 1454;

and I, brother Herman, of the monastery Novi Operts,

near Hal, in the diocese of Magdeburg, being sent that

year to the said Chapter General, I spoke to the same."2

Here is a witness who asserts that he conversed with

Thomas k Kempis, the author of the "Imitation of

Christ," in 1454—that is, seventeen years before the death

of Thomas. This evidence is too positive and precise

to be doubted.

The Gersenists have spared no effort to invalidate the

evidence of the Chronicle of John Busch and the other

contemporary witnesses, but all in vain. Dom Constan-
1 Amort, Mor. Cert., p. 49.
2 Amorjt, Ded. Crit., p. 98.
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tine Caietani, O.S.B., who started the Controversy in

a.d. 1616, and Dom Francis Walgrave, O.S.B., content

themselves with saying that the passage in question of

the Chronicle is spurious or interpolated ; that Busch

must have been mistaken, and that the other contem-

porary witnesses have been misled by him. 1 The " Chron-

icle of Windesem,,,
edited by Rosweyde, was published

by Peter and John Bellere at Antwerp in a.d. 1621.

But, unfortunately for them, the Gersenists have been

unable to produce one single MS. copy of the " Chron-

icle of Windesem," by Busch, which does not contain the

all-important passage. Several exist; one is in the

University Library at Utrecht; another in the Royal

Library at the Hague ; a third in the Monastery of St

Martin at Louvain ;
2 another was in the Monastery of

the Canons Regular at RebdorfF; 3 the writer has exam-

ined the MS. now in the Library of the Bollandists at

Brussels, and in these there is not the slightest trace of

erasure, interpolation, or of tampering with the text

Passing over the other contemporary witnesses for

Thomas k Kempis, it may be as well to add that the

celebrated Benedictine Abbot of Spanheim, John of

Trittenheim, commonly called Trithemius, gives Thomas
k Kempis as the author of the " Imitation." 4 He spent

many years in collecting materials for his work De
Scriptoribus Ecdesiasticis

y
in which he says :

" Eos vero

quorum certitudinem habere potui diligenter consignavi;

1 Responsio apologetica pro Jo. Gersen. Roma : ex typog. off. S.

Cong, de Prop. Fide, 1644, pp. 118, 120.

a For the notarial deposition as to the integrity of this MS., see

Amort. Ded. Crit, pp. 125. 126.

8 Equally examined and tested by a notary. Amort. Mor. Cert.,

PP. 149, 15°.
4 Ubisup

%
f. 100.
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nee quemquam scienter omisi cujus opuscula, ingenium

et tempora scire potuissem." 1 And also in his "Annals

of Hirzau," he gives Thomas a Kempis as the author of

the "Imitation." 2 All this proves that the mythical

Abbot John Gersen was unknown in the time of Trithe-

mius ; and this evidence, therefore, in favour of Thomas
a Kempis receives additional value as coming from the

pen of a Benedictine Abbot of wide-spread literary fame.

Summing up, therefore, the case stands thus :

—

1. There are no claims for John Gerson, Chancellor of

Paris.

2. The existence of the mythical Benedictine Abbot

John Gesen Gessen-Gersen yet remains to be proved

3. The partisans, either of John Gerson, the Chancellor

of Paris, or of the mythical Benedictine Abbot John
Gesen-Gessen-Gersen are utterly unable to silence one

single contemporary witness of the many who have de-

posed for Thomas a Kempis.

4. The question relative to the real author of the

" Imitation " is therefore definitely decided in favour of

Thomas a Kempis.

The best Latin editions are those edited by F. Henry
De Sommal, or Sommalius, of the Society of Jesus, Ant-

werp, Plantin Press, 1599, and by F. Heribert Rosweyde
of the same Society, Antwerp, Plantin Press, 16 17.

Both these editions have been frequently reprinted,

but they do not give the exact text of the autograph MS.
of 1441. It has been reserved for Dr Charles Hirsche

to publish the text of 1441 verbatim. This edition,

which was printed in 1874, 3
is of the utmost value and

1 Berlin. C. Habel.
* Ibid, j f. 140.
8 Annates Hirsaugienses. Typis Monast. S. Galli, 1690, t. ii.

p. 334, ad ann., 1412.
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importance, and it is to be regretted that it is not more
widely known.

It has long been an acknowledged fact that no author

has ever surpassed Thomas a Kempis in the art of

writing rhymed prose. At the end of his life of Florent

Radewyn, he has given some of the notable sayings of his

beloved master, amongst which this one occurs :

—

" The books of the Sacred Scripture are to be preserved

as the most true treasure of the church. In writing we
must ourselves seek not only to write well, but also the

advantage of the common good, so that the books may
be correct and wellpunctuated" 1

Now, Dr Hirsche in his careful study of the precious

MS. of 144 1, was struck with certain paleographic pecu-

liarities, and a perfectly original system of punctuation

;

and on further investigation he found the same punctua-

tion in the other MSS. of Thomas a Kempis written by
his own hand; and what is more, this sole system is

observed throughout It is this— ist, the punctutn or

full stop, followed by a small letter, to indicate a brief

pause; 2, the double punctum or colon to express a

longer pause
; 3, a very unusual sign, the clivis or flexus,

which was employed in early musical notation, and indi-

cated a still longer pause ; whilst, 4, the punctum, fol-

lowed by a capital letter, denoted the longest pause of
* all. Moreover, no note of exclamation ever appears, but

only that of interrogation. A careful study of these signs

soon enabled Dr Hirsche to discover the rules by which

they were used.

Briefly, this punctuation of Thomas a Kempis is rhe-

torical rather than grammatical, and serves to point out

1 Quaedam notabilia verba dni Florentii : in fine vitse ejusd. Opp :

Antv., 1564, p. 335.
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the periods of rhythm and the cadences, and rhymes,

and shows that they were intentional and not written at

hazard. In a word, it indicates pauses of greater or

shorter duration to be observed in reading, and nothing

else. And this discovery of the learned Dr Hirsche

furnishes the key to the rare literary charm of the " Imi-

tation," and the means of interpreting the deep signifi-

cance of that almost divine book, as it has been frequently

called. And although the rhymed language of the " Imi-

tation" has long been known, it was reserved for Dr
Hirsche to discover its full significance.1

Dr Hirsche has been wonderfully confirmed by a con-

temporary of Thomas a Kempis. In 1870 the Royal

Commission of History, in Belgium, published the

Chronicle of Adrian de But, a monk of the celebrated

Cistercian Abbey of the Dunes, which commences in

the year 143 1, and ends in 1483, the year in which the

author died. Whilst recording the events of the year

1480, the monk of the Dunes writes as follows :

—

" Hoc anno frater Thomas de Kempis de Monte
Sancte Agnetis professor ordinis canonicorum regularium,

multis scriptis suis edificat; hie vitam sancte Lidwigis

descripsit et quoddam volumen metrice super Mud : qui

sequitur me" 2

Descripsit metrice ! Here is evidence, as valuable as

it was unexpected, that the rhythm and metre of the

" Imitation " was fully known and appreciated in former

days. And this explains, what hitherto had been a

1 See his learned Prolegomena zu einer neuen Ausgabe der Imitatio

Christi nach dent Autograph des Thomas von Kempen. Berlin, 1873.
3 Chroniques relatives a l'Histoire de la Belgique sous la domina-

tion des Dues de Bourgogne, publiees par M. le Baron Kervyn de

Lettenhove. Bruxelles, 1870. t. i. p. 547.
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puzzle,1 that several MSS of the " Imitation " bear the

name of Musica Ecclesiastical

More than six thousand editions of the " Imitation "

have been catalogued, and it has been translated into

forty-nine different languages, but the translation into

the Chiquito tongue by F. Ignatius Chome', of the Society

of Jesus, has never been printed.8 Into some of these

languages it has been translated many times—thus there

are nearly eighty different ones into French, and about

as many into German, and twenty-five or more into

Italian, so that the various translations may be reckoned

at about 320. To these must be added forty-two, or

more, into verse, Latin, English, French,4 German, and

Dutch.

The " Imitation " has been translated many times into

English. The name of the first translator is unknown

:

the second was Mayster Wyllyam Atkynson, doctor of

divynyte, who executed his work " at y* speciall request

and commandement of y
e full excellent pryncese Mar-

garete, moder to our soverayne lorde Kynge Henry the

VII. 1502. To this was added the translation of the

fourth book, which was made from the French by the

Princess herself. Other translations have been made by

1 Cf. Malou. R&herches, ubi sup., p. 184, note.

3 One is in the Royal Library at Brussels (No. 15138), another

in the Library of Lambeth Palace (No. 536), and a third in the

Brit. Museum (Royal Coll., No. 7 B. viii.), two are in the Bod-

leian Lib., Oxford, &c.
8 Cf. Ecrivains de la Comp. de Jesus, par le R. P. Augustin

De Backer. 2d ed. sub. nom.
4 There are nearly sixty editions of Corneille's version, on which

he was occupied for thirty years. The first portion was printed

at Rouen in 165 1. The first edition of the Four Books of Cor-

neille's translation was equally printed at Rouen in 1656 ; a copy

of which in the Hamilton sale fetched ^356.
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Richard Whitford, Brigittine of Sion, temp. Henry VIII.,

and reprinted in 1556 and 1585; by B. F. (Anthony

Hoskins, of the Society of Jesus), 16 13 ; Thomas Carre,

Confessor of the English Nuns at Paris, 1624; anony-

mous, 1640; anonymous, but by a Benedictine Monk,

1673; anonymous, 1726; Bishop Challoner, 1737; and

Magot-Gretton, 1865.

Other versions of the " Imitation " into English have

been by Hake, 1567; Rogers, 1584; Page, 1639;

Worthington, 1652; Stanhope, 1696; Willymott, 1722;

Smith, 1732; John Wesley, 1735; Lee, 1760; Payne,

1763; Keith, 1774; Dibdin, 1828; Goodwin, i860;

Benham, 1874. This last has been reprinted in the

celebrated Tauchnitz Series.1 But as these versions of

the " Imitation " either leave out the fourth book, or

have considerable changes in the original text of Thomas
II Kempis, made to suit the teaching of the Church of

England by law established, they cannot properly be

included amongst the translations of the " Imitation."

The " Imitation n has been printed in every variety of

size and type. The Princeps edition in folio (1468-1475),

printed at Augsburg by Ginther Zainer of Reutlingen,

is a magnificent specimen of early typography. It bears

the name of Thomas k Kempis. The early Italian

editions are carefully printed. The second and third

German ones are very remarkable. Many editions came
from the Plantin Press at Antwerp, and five from the

Elzevir. Moreau of Paris brought out an edition of

Marillac's translation, with the name ofThomas k Kempis
in quaint cursive type in 1643. Bodoni of Parma pub-

lished a large folio edition in 1793, in curious contrast

with which is the Casterman edition of 1869 m small

1 Vol. 1680.
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641110. The first work that issued from the Royal Print-

ing Press at Paris, under the direction of Cardinal de

Richelieu in 1640, was the celebrated folio edition, in

fine large type of seventeen lines to a page ; whilst those

in microscopic type by Tross of Paris (1858) and Mame
of Tours (1862) are marvels of the printers' art, and

almost require a magnifying glass. In 1862 Rudolph

Louis Decker printed an edition in capital letters, with

red marginal lines, but unfortunately the text selected

was that of the De Advocatis MS. Then there are many
biglott editions ; one triglott (Basle, 1576) ; one tetraglott

(Venice, 1854); one heptaglott (Sulzbach, 1837); and

one octoglott (Lyons, 1841); whilst in 1727, the Abb6
Pellegrin turned the " Imitation " into hymns, and set

them to music. In 1658, F. Antony Vanden Stock, of

the Society of Jesus, published the First Book of the

" Imitation " in chronograms— that is, letters in every

line were arranged so as to give the date 1658. But not

one single edition prior to that of Dom Constantine

Caietani, O.S.B. of 1616, bears the name of the mythical

Benedictine abbot John Gesen-Gesser-Gersen, whilst that

of Dom Francis Walgrave O.S.B. of 1638 is the first

which makes him abbot of VercellL 1

1 Mr Benham has been quite misled by a list of editions given in

" Essays on University Education, " by a Monk of St Augustine's,

Ramsgate. He quotes an edition " printed at Koln in 1488, headed

thus : Incipit liber primus Johannis Gersen de Imitatione," &c., and

adds that " a list of twenty-four such copies lies before me " (preface

to his version). Unfortunately the Monk of Ramsgate says Augusta,

which is Tubingen, not Cologne ; moreover, this edition bears the

name, not of Johannes Gersen, but of Johannes Gerson Cancellarius

Parisiensis ! Then Mr Benham continues : " The edition of De
Sessa, printed at Venice in 1 501, has its heading like that of Koln,

quoted above." Incorrect again ! De Sessa's edition, Venice, 1 501,

bears the name of "John Gerson Chancellor of Paris." Of the
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Francis de Backer, surnamed Tolensis, from Tola, his

birthplace, who had been sub-prior at Mount St Agnes,

published an edition of the "Imitation,'* in 1575, to

which he prefixed a short life of the sainted author. He
mentions that there was in existence at Mount St Agnes

an ancient portrait of Thomas a Kempis, which bore also

his favourite motto

:

"In omnibus requiem quaesivi, sed non inveni nisi

in Hoexkins ende Boexkins n
:
1

" Rest I ne'er find, whichever way I look,

Save in a quiet nook, with little book ;

"

and adds that it was very much faded and almost

obliterated.
8

In 1569, the last Prior of Mount St Agnes, F.

Cuperinus, caused a portrait of Thomas a Kempis to

be painted, which in the year 1617, when F. Rosweyde
published his Vindicia Kempenses, was still preserved at

Zwoll. This picture represented Thomas a Kempis and

Mount St Agnes, and the following inscription was

beneath

:

remainder of the twenty-four editions, the list of which Mr Benham
had before him, two do not exist—that of Caietani of 1611—and

of Valsecchi of 1724— and many of the others are incorrectly

described. The Gersenist writers are not remarkable for

accuracy.
1 Antv. apud. Jo. Beller .21 § um,
3 In 1563, Sebastian Castalion, who had abandoned the faith ol

his fathers, rewrote the " Imitation " in what he calls more elegant

Latin, made some changes in the text, and left out the fourth book.

The first edition was printed at Basle in this year, and Castalion's

text has often been reprinted. It was to counteract the effects of

Castalion's version that Francis de Tola rewrote it according to the

meaning and teaching' of Thomas a Kempis, in a Catholic sense,

and added the fourth book.
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Montanaeque domus, vicinorumque locorum

Effigiem Thomae Kempisiique vides.

Qui sacri quondam primaria gloria dictus

Ordinis, et phoenix deliciumque gregis.

Isula quas urbes, quas praeterlabitur arces,

Quos saltus Vechtis picta tabella refert.

bis denis LVstris annos si dempseris oCto,

oCCVbVit ThoMas fVnCtus, et astra petit.

Hoc tibi, Dive, domus praeses Cuperinus alumno

Mnemosynon posuit, quern prece junge Deo. 1

Thomas k Kempis is described as being somewhat

below middle height, with a lively countenance, his com-

plexion was brown, his fine forehead broad and expansive,

and his eyesight was so good that he never used

spectacles. 2

Now, when his remains were taken out of his tomb in

a.d. 1672, August 3 (old style), Arnold Waeyer, a secular

priest, who was doing duty at Zwoll, received them, and

placed them in his chapel dedicated to St Joseph. He
has deposed that the skull quite agreed with the true

portrait of Thomas k Kempis, which was hung up in

his chapel at Zwoll.8 Evidently this was the portrait

which had been painted by order of Prior Cuperinus.

In 1606, F. Henry Sommalius, S.J., published a second

edition in 4to of the works of Thomas k Kempis,4 which

he originally edited in 1600-1 601, to which he prefixed

a fine engraved portrait of the sainted author, ad vivum ;

1 In Jineed. de Imit. Xti. Antv. Plantin, 161 7, p. 515. The

capital letters give the date of 1471, the year in which Thomas a

Kempis died.

2 n. t p. 505.
8 " HabeO veram effigiem Thomae a Kempis, appensam in Sacello

meo, quacum cranium convenit." See his deposition in the Acta

Sanctorum, Propylaeum ad Septem Tomos Maii, Paralipomena, pp.

106, 107 (ed. Palme).
4 Anto. ex off. typ. Martini Nutii.
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and there can be no doubt that this was a copy of the

portrait at Zwoll. Thomas a Kempis, wearing his rochet,

is seated on a mound, with a pair of beads in his hand,

and at his feet is lying an open book with his favourite

motto. In the background is Zwoll and Mount St

Agnes, whilst at the foot of the Mount he is represented

seated and reading in a cave—his "quiet nook with

little book."

Rosweyde's edition of the "Imitation" of 1617 1

contains a very fine engraving of Thomas a Kempis by

the celebrated Jerome Wierx ; the face agrees perfectly

with the Sommalius print of 1606, from which the back-

ground is evidently taken. But the composition is

different; Thomas k Kempis is represented kneeling

before the Blessed Virgin Mary with her Divine Son on

her knees. And this design of Wierx occurs in very

many editions.

The portrait prefixed to the present volume is taken

from the two engravings which have just been described.

1 Antv. ex off. Plant.

R S. A.
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